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Abstract: Software has been developed for decades without taking sustainability into consideration. This holds for its energy efficiency, that is the amount of energy software consumes while ensuring other system qualities like security, performance, reliability, etc. etc. Software un-sustainability, however, is becoming increasingly evident with the growing interest worldwide. Finally IT specialists are becoming aware that software solutions can, and should, be designed with sustainability concerns in mind. In doing so, they can create solutions that are technically more stable (hence requiring less modifications over time), target societal goals with a higher certainty, or help sustaining the business goals of both developing and consuming organizations. Everything sounds great. The real question is, how? How can we redirect software engineering practices toward sustainable software solutions? How can we turn sustainability into a business so that companies will finally invest in it? Based on various case studies in collaboration with industry, this talk explores software sustainability from a technical perspective: results, challenges, and lessons learned will be included for interactive discussion.
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